
i___________ quarantine x

xtransmittableh ___________

xg prevention

diagnosef___________

e___________ virallyx

d___________ xself-isolate

xc___________ immune

b infection
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AdverbAdjective VerbNoun

Parts of Speech for the Coronavirus

1 Japanese firm Toyobo said Monday it has developed a test kit that can _____________ the  
coronavirus within 60 minutes.

2 The government labelled the coronavirus a ____________________ disease and required 
that infected people be put in isolation.

3 It is alarming that only about 20% of people who showed symptoms of the  new coronavirus
____________________ before contacting their doctor. 

4 Some people people experience extreme tiredness after ______________ infections.

5 People might spread the disease and be most __________________ with the  novel coronavirus  
before they show symptoms, according to a recent study.

6 “We need a quick and simple ________________ test the can be done anywhere, including at airports, 
hotels, tourist sites, and soccer stadiums,” said the prominent doctor.

7 In some cities in the United States, nearly a third of blood samples showed ___________________ 
to the coronavirus.

Complete the sentences with words from the table.



i quarantine quarantinablequarantine x

transmit xtransmittableh___________

prevent xpreventableg prevention

diagnosticallydiagnosticdiagnosef diagnosis

e virus/virology virallyx viral
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infectiouslyinfectiousinfectb infection
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AdverbAdjective VerbNoun

Parts of Speech for Infectious Diseases

1 Japanese firm Toyobo said Monday it has developed a test kit that can detect 
the  coronavirus within 60 minutes.

2 The government labelled the coronavirus a quarantinable disease and required 
that infected people be put in isolation.

3 It is alarming that only about 20% of people who showed symptoms of the  new coronavirus
self-isolated  before contacting their doctor. 

4 Some people people experience extreme tiredness after viral infections.

5 People might spread the disease and be most infectious with the  novel coronavirus  
before they show symptoms, according to a recent study.

6 “We need a quick and simple diagnostic test the can be done anywhere, including at airports, hotels,
 tourist sites, and soccer stadiums”, said the prominent doctor.

7 In some cities in the United States, nearly a third of blood samples showed exposure 
to the coronavirus..

Complete the sentences with words from the table.


